Abstract

A psychiatric population (n=123) was examined on how music preferences had changed after the onset of a mental disorder. Most patients did not change their previous music preference; this group of patients considered music helpful for their mental state, showed more attractiveness and enforcement as personality traits and used music more for emotion modulation. Patients who experienced a preference shift reported that music had impaired them during the time of illness; these patients showed less ego-strength, less confidence and less enforcement and used music less for arousal modulation. A third subgroup stopped listening to music completely after the onset of the mental disorder; these patients attribute less importance to music and also reported that music had impaired their mental state. They showed more ego-strength, less confidence and less enforcement and used music less for emotion modulation. The results suggest that the use of music in everyday life can be helpful as an emotion modulation strategy. However, some patients might need instructions on how to use music in a functional way and not a dysfunctional one. Psychiatrists and psychotherapists as well as music therapists should be aware of emotion modulation strategies, subjective valence of music and personality traits of their patients. Due to the ubiquity of music, psychoeducative instructions on how to use music in everyday life plays an increasing role in the treatment of mental illness.

Introduction

The high impact of music on the mind and therefore on mental disorders is unequivocal. Since ancient times music has had therapeutic implications in many cultures. Neurophysiological studies demonstrated the impact of music on both the cortex and basal emotional systems. Thus, music is also able to act directly on emotion processing systems, without being involved in cognitive processes. Based on the fact that psychiatric patients often show a maladaptive use in emotion regulation strategies, and that the use of music in everyday life (UoFM) seems to have a substantial impact on their mental health, it may be hypothesized that psychiatric patients might also use music in a dysfunctional manner. The fact that some people listen to self-identified sad music when they already feel sad, has been explained by the concept of mood enhancement, what normally results in helpful self-regulation, but may be – in some cases – unsuccessful resulting in even more negative feelings than before listening to sad music. It could also be shown that patients with a depressive major disorder are more oriented to the cues in sad music than healthy control subjects. Thus, listening to sad and complex music during a depressive episode might impair the current mental state, especially in patients who are ruminating. However, UoFM is a relatively new research field which is based on the qualitative studies by Tia DeNore. In the following years, many descriptive studies have shown the importance of UoFM in everyday emotion regulation. Nevertheless, up to now only limited approaches exist to try to measure UoFM directly via questionnaire. Especially, Saarikallio et al. connect different strategies of UoFM for emotion regulation with the so-called mood management theory by Zillmann. According to this theory, people use media for a quantitative regulation of their positive and negative emotional affects. Contrary to this approach, von Georgi et al. define UoFM in a more qualitative way and use the term emotion modulation instead of emotion or mood regulation. Emotion modulation emphasizes the unfocused qualitative aspects of UoFM rather than the directed quantitative ones. This means that people use music more often for a qualitative modulation than for a simple intensification or attenuation of the strength of existing affect and emotion. It could be shown that different types of UoFM strategies are connected with personality and health. Particularly, a high emotional personality uses music in everyday life for modulating an existing affect which leads to better health (mediator effect). Because of the limited number of studies, the role of music preference is still unclear, especially in groups of patients with mental disorders. Normally, music preferences developed during adolescence are relatively stable throughout one’s whole life, if they are measured on a higher level (e.g. I like rock music) and not with a single item measure (e.g. I like the song X by the musician Y). Besides many different processes in adolescence, it seems that learned strategies of UoFM in everyday life may also be an important cause for a stable specific music preference. It is important to notice that the results of the recent years have shown that there is no direct relation between a specific music preference and health. Rather it seems that the learned UoFM strategies act as a mediator variable: learning how to use a specific individual kind of music (music preference) to modulate an existing positive or negative affect and emotion leads to a better psychological well-being and health (mediator approach). A first study on psychiatric patients showed that patients with mental disorders generally use music in everyday life more for emotion modulation, in particular for the reduction of negative emotions, than healthy individuals, who prefer music more for fun stimulation. This may be interpreted as a protective behavior of patients with mental illness, although because of the missing empirical studies, it is still not clear whether this behavior has positive or negative consequences for the existing illness. Taking into account the findings mentioned above, the maladaptive use of music for emotion and affect modulation may be possible in psychiatric patients. On the other hand, if these emotions modulation strategies are learned during the psychosocial development, it is difficult to change them suddenly without any therapeutic help at the onset of a psychological or psychiatric illness. From a psychological point of view, it is easier to change or
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avoid the kind of the stimuli (music) used within this special situation than this learned behavior strategy. Until now, to our knowledge, no study exists which examines the individual stability, change or avoidance of music to modulate existing affect and emotion in mental illness in connection to additional variables as personality and the UoM. Therefore, the aim of this subsequent investigation on a previously studied sample, was to explore behavioral patterns of potential changes in music preferences following the onset of a mental disorder.

We purposely refer to the vague term mental disorder in order to focus on the crucial role of emotion modulation processes as a potential common (causative or concomitant) core feature of the entirety of all psychiatric and psychosomatic diseases.

Due to the ubiquity of music, psychoeducative instructions on how to deal with music in everyday life during mental illness should result in continuously improving emotion modulation strategies in everyday life of patients. Music psychoeducation is still a new field of psychiatric treatment, but should play an enormous role in the therapy of mental disorders. The increasing knowledge of the patients should generate transfer effects for the daily routine, so that therapy effects should still increase, even when the therapy (in a stricter sense) has already finished.

**Materials and Methods**

Out of 312 patients admitted at the Department for Psychiatry and Psychotherapy of the University of Marburg, Germany, n=190 patients agreed to participate in the study carried out between 2005 and 2007. Inclusion criteria was the in- or outpatient treatment of a psychiatric disorder. Exclusion criteria were a severe or acute episode of a mental disorder or the missing consent for participating in the study. Data on music preferences for both before and after the onset of the mental disorder were available in n=123 (71 female and 52 male; mean age 36.0±13.0, range 19-80 years).

No patient in the study was treated with music therapy. Of the patients who did not listen to music before the onset of the disorder started to prefer R&C after its onset.

Patients with/without a preference shift or who discontinued listening to music did not differ in age, gender, diagnosis or psychosocial functioning.

The following subgroups of the patient sample can be differentiated with respect to music preference change after the onset of the mental disorder.

**No shift of music preference**

In the group of psychiatric inpatients (n=80 patients, 65.0%) maintained their music preference.

In SKI scales patients with no shift showed more attractiveness (trend; t=1.71; df=111; P=0.091), more enforcement (trend; t=1.72; df=109.5; P=0.064) and according to IAA scales they used music more for cognitive problem solving (trend; t=1.73; df=105; P=0.086) and reduction of negative activity (trend; t=1.91; df=110; P=0.058) and more for arousal modulation (t=2.58; df=94.1; P=0.004) in comparison to the other patients.

Other variables: patients with no shift of music preference reported significantly more frequently that music has helped them (χ²=16.70; df=1; P<0.001) when compared to patients with a shift.

**Preference shift**

Twenty-six patients (21.2%) of the study population have undergone a preference shift (n=26; 21.1%).

In SKI scales the patients with a preference shift showed less ego-strength (t=−3.00; df=52.7; P=0.001), less confidence (t=−2.42; df=110; P=0.017), less enforcement (trend; t=−1.92; df=113; P=0.057) and in IAA scales less arousal modulation (t=−1.79; df=58.0; P=0.022).

Other variables: patients with a preference shift reported more that music has impaired them during the time of illness in contrast to patients who remained on their preference after the onset of the psychiatric illness (trend; χ²=4.39; df=1; P=0.052). If patients who stopped listening to music were included to the patients with preference shift the chi-quadrat-test became significant (χ²=9.89; df=1; P=0.004).

**Discontinuance of listening to music**

A third subgroup (n=17; 13.8%) stopped listening to music completely after the onset of the disorder.

In SKI scales these patients showed more ego-strength (t=2.25; df=107; P=0.027). According to IAA scales they used music less for cognitive problem solving (t=−2.19; df=105; P=0.031) and less for reduction of negative activation (t=−2.64; df=110; P=0.010) compared to the patients who continued to listen to music after the onset of the dis-
order.

Other variables: in this discontinuation group music played a smaller role in their family ($\chi^2=4.57$; $df=1$; $P=0.036$) and for themselves (trend; $\chi^2=4.11$; $df=1$; $P=0.073$), they described themselves less musical ($\chi^2=4.89$; $df=1$; $P=0.036$) and they had more often the feeling that music has impaired them ($\chi^2=9.16$; $df=1$; $P=0.008$) and has not helped them ($\chi^2=25.52$; $df=1$; $P<0.001$).

**Discussion**

**Regarding music as a helpful emotion modulation stimulus in personal crisis**

It is well known that music taste is already well developed in early adolescence and crystallizes further during late adolescence and early adulthood. Music preference has a certain lifetime stability. It is therefore not far-fetched that music preferences represent a stability (or resilience) factor for the emotion system of an individual and can be used in times of mental health crisis. Accordingly, most of the patients in our present sample considered music helpful, used it for emotion modulation during the time of the mental disorder and did not change their previous music preference. However, it is striking that, during times of mental symptoms, markedly more patients (15.4%) do not listen to music than before the onset of the mental disorder (1.6%). The analysis shows that it seems to be crucial as to how much importance the patients attached to music or what role music had played in their family of origin. If patients had not experienced helpful effects through the use of music before the onset of a mental disorder, they obviously tended to stop listening to music during the mental disorder. Thus, in the group of patients who discontinued listening to music after the onset of the mental disorder we found that music played a less important role in their family and for themselves as well as the assumption that music would more impair than help them. They also used music less for cognitive problem solving or reduction of negative activation. The fact that these patients dared to stop listening to music, is explainable by the increased ego-strength in this patient group, which allows them to assert their inner beliefs. Nevertheless it can not be excluded that one reason for the discontinuation of listening to music after the onset of the mental disorder might lie in the symptomatology itself, such as protecting oneself from overstimulation and/or general weakness in daily functioning.

Interestingly, the analysis of the shift of each patient’s preferred music style after the onset of the mental disorder showed that patients with I&R (rock, heavy metal, alternative etc.) and U&C (pop, folk music, religious etc.) preferences maintained their preference the most in contrast to individuals with other premorbid preferences. It could be speculated that these music styles might be the most helpful ones in mental disorders in connection with the modulation strategies learned. However, in the current investigation we found no significant differences in music preference between those individuals, who reported having used music that improved their mental condition, and those who used music which depressed themselves, both before and after the onset of the illness. This is in line with the state of research that there is no direct relation between a specific music preference and health, whereas the learned UoFM strategies have a stronger relevance. A positive valence of the music was reported much more often than a negative one in all music styles, especially in R&C (jazz, classic, blues) (88% before and 80% after onset of illness). For R&E (soul, funk, Rap, hip-hop, techno, dance, latin, reggae) the special feature could be detected that after the onset of the illness no patient reported that this music depressed him or her.

**The role of personality traits**

Patients with personality traits of high adjustment features (less ego-strength, less confidence, less enforcement, less attractiveness) rather refrain from adherence to their previous music preference and are open to a shift to another music style, but afterwards complain that music had impaired them during the time of illness. This suggests that these patients might not be able to use music in a functional manner, but in a dysfunctional one and this perhaps even due to the mental disorder. Music as a strong emotional stimulus might enforce present positive or negative cognitive-affective cycles with either tendencies towards a well-balanced/happy or a depressed mood. According to the patient reports, music mostly enforced the positive cycle.

**The role of emotion modulation strategies**

According to the IAAM concept patients who have undergone a shift in their music preference used music less for arousal modulation, less for cognitive problem solving and less for reduction of negative activity than patients who had no shift. This might underline the hypothesis that this subgroup of patients has a reduced approach to music as a primarily emotional medium, whereas most patients with mental disorders use music for the reduction of negative emotions, especially patients who prefer R&C. It cannot be excluded that some patients might have the feeling of improving their mood through catharsis effects (venting) whereas – in fact – they produce a longterm negative effect on their mental state. For example, patients with a depression might listen to complex, dramatic classical music with a feeling of a high identification; however, staying inherent to the emotional system, they cannot overcome this depressing mood, as long as they are not able to use music in a more functional way. Patients with a depressive disorder listened more to music for relaxation, whereas the IAAM-dimension cognitive problem solving perhaps would be more helpful. We found no associations between diagnostic groups and preferences.

In a further subsequent investigation, we found that patients, who could improve their mental state through music, used music more for cognitive problem solving and reduction of negative activity ($t=4.47/4.96$; $df=138/143$; $P<0.001$). This could imply that some patients are able to improve their mood by a more or less conscious use of helpful music, especially patients with personality features of high ego-strength and orderliness. Interestingly, even patients who reported a positive subjective valence of the music they listen to, profited only from the music for their mental health, when using emotion modulation strategies to reduce negative affects, independent from psychosocial functioning or a specific personality trait. Patients with a negative subjective valence of music more often reported that music has not helped them ($\chi^2=4.62$; $df=1$; $P=0.042$), or even impaired their mental state ($\chi^2=10.64$; $df=1$; $P=0.004$).

This result also suggests that, for example, in depressive patients, a positive stimulation might not be helpful in that direct way as one would think. But it might be much more helpful – besides developing positive perspectives – to instruct them in emotion modulation strategies for the reduction of negative activity. This is in line with the results of the work of David Watson, according to his theory, negative and positive emotions co-occur and do not obliterate each other. Thus, patients suffering from a major depression do not have to be stimulated positively, but need strategies to reduce negative emotions. The reduction of negative emotions by music is excessively used by patients with addiction disorders.

**The role of the level of psychosocial functioning**

We found no associations in the level of psychosocial functioning (GAP) with the presence of a preference shift or no shift or discontinuation of listening to music in this study sample. Thus, the preference seems to be less dependent on the psychosocial functioning in contrast to emotion modulation strategies, which are clearly increased in patients with a low psychosocial functioning level. In a subsequent investigation we found that patients who listened to music with a positive subjec-
tive valence before the onset of the mental disorder, showed a better psychosocial functioning after the onset of the mental disorder than patients with a negative subjective valence of music ($t=2.03; \text{df}=159; P=0.045$).\(^{39}\)

Limitations and strength of the study

The investigation has some limitations. One limitation is the cross-sectional, exploratory design. Therefore, causal relationships cannot be inferred. All data were assessed during the hospital stay of the patients, which means that particularly data of healthy periods are retrospective. The high number of missing data on preference within the origin sample ($n=190$) may be attributed to the psychiatric disorder which was still present in the inpatients.

The strength of this study consists of the empirical approach under real world conditions based on an emotion modulation concept of the UoFM.

Conclusions

Overall, the results suggest that the use of music in everyday life can be helpful as an emotion modulation strategy. However, some patients might need instructions on how to use music in a functional, and not dysfunctional way. For this reason, psychiatrists and psychotherapists as well as music therapists should be aware of emotion modulation strategies, subjective valence of music and personality traits of their patients. Psychoeduction how to use music in everyday life plays an increasing role in therapy, not only in music therapy, but also in psychotherapeutic interventions as well as in psychiatric nursing focusing on the everyday life of the patients.
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